Weekly Post:

Fin Sim - Financial Simulation Interface

Video instructions are available at www.thcdecisions.com
conference room lower part of the Homepage
Dear ClientsLast week, I discussed the use of Risk Capacity to enhance your
performance. I also wrote about the uniqueness of THC Risk
Officer in integrating risk analysis and financial simulations into
one coherent decision making ALM model.
THC Financial Simulation provides financial projections based on
your specific growth plan, reports the impact of alternative rate
scenarios on projected performance, generates executive
summaries with your re-investment rates that are consistent with
your loan rate plans and generates reports for multiple
alternative strategy plans.
The importance of a coherant financial simulation (including
budgeting, capital planning, and strategic planning) with accurate
modeling of interest rates, liquidity and credit risks is self-evident.
However, there are practical issues that I need to address,
something that I will describe in this Post.
Challenges
 I typically do my budgeting using Excel. How can I integrate
my budgeting model to the Financial Simulation?
 How can I incorporate my GL numbers to the THC Financial
Simulation models, combining historical trend and future
projections?
 I have developed my own Executive Summary reports. What
is a simple way for me to use Financial Simulation numbers to
populate my executive summary reports?
Solution
THC provides your quarterly reports that you download from the
Homepage. Also included in your quarterly reports is your
financial simulation, which you can also download in the Financial
Simulation page, as depicted below.
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Market Wisdom - Art Hilliard*
An Organized Approach to Loan sales
This week the discussion will focus on the sell
side. TFO gives those looking to sell loans a
way to show their loans to multiple bank and
credit union buyers. Sellers can post virtually
any type of loan:
 Residential, commercial, consumer
 Loans from the portfolio or from the
origination pipeline
 Fixed/ARM
TFO gives institutions a way to meet their
objectives:
 Improve aset quality
 Improve spread
 Reduce loan concentration
TFO gives institutions a way to sell their assets
peer-to-peer.
 Loans are posted anonomously until
until buyer and seller agree on a price
and an LOI is isssued
 Loans will not be “shopped” to/by
brokers
 Banks and credit unions can get free
access to TFO thereby widening
market exposure
TFO is a vehicle that gives banks and credit
unions a way to post loans for sale without
having to go through traditional secondary
market outlets. Using THC analytics,
institutions can compare execution on selling
loans through the secondary versus through
TFO before they make the decision to sell.
Art Hilliard has been in the mortgage industry for 29 years.
He has originated, managed secondary marketing,
securitizations and settlements, provided mortgage
financial advisory and performed multiple mortgage
portfolio sales and acquisitions.He was past president of
the Illinois Mortgage Bankers Association.

On that page, you can also download the Fin Sim Excel Book, which is a financial simulation lite. Risk Officer
has embedded the THC financial models and your quarterly data in this Fin Sim excel book. Therefore, you
can make your assumptions on
 The growth plan,
 The reinvestment rates,
 Non-interest expenses and income.
You can copy and paste your budgeting item on the non-interest items excel tab exactly the way you do your
budgeting. You can use your current loan rates for reinvestment rates, or default on THC model
assumptions. There are multiple ways for you to specify your growth plan for up to five years, monthly or
quarterly. Personally, I like to use the function “target to.” Target To allows me to use the Excel functions to
project the balance sheet over the planning horizon. The model will originate loans, invest in assets, fund
with borrowings or deposits to meet your projected target, taking your back tested prepayment rate,
deposit withdrawal rate and offer rate betas into account.
By clicking on Apply, you can generate the simulations, as often as you want. Afterwards, you can upload
Fin Sim to Risk Officer, and your final set of assumptions and results will be saved to the Risk Officer
database assigned to you, after clicking on Simulation. You can then adjust your growth plan in more detail,
as Financial Simulation offers more flexible features for specifying your projections.
Numerical Example
I use a hypothetical bank to show the quarterly projected financial statements below. You can link these and
the executive summary outputs to your own Executive Summary report that you have designed.

You can copy/paste your budgeting items to the non-interest income/expense. Your format will be saved in
Risk Officer so that you can do your budgeting in Risk Officer going forward. Furthermore, you can set up a
mapping of your GL ID numbers to the chart of account that you use for your risk reports. Then the Variance
Analysis report can be automatically generated. These features are depicted below.
In Summary, Fin Sim is a powerful excel book that can provide multiple financial simulations and act as an
interface to your other excel applications. After you upload Fin Sim to Risk Officer and click on Simulate, THC
will save all your results, fine tune your strategic plans with more flexible Risk Officer modeling features, and
generate your desired reports, including the Fin Sim.
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Conclusion:
Fin Sim, the THC Financial Simulation lite, is popular with our clients because of its provides you with ease of
use, ability to inteface with your other Excel applications, and compatible compatability with the Web-based
comprehensive financial simulations functions in Risk Officer
If you have any questions regarding the Fin Sim, the THC financial simulation lite, please do not hesitate to
contact THC.
Regards,
Tom Ho
Tom.ho@thomasho.com
1-212-732-2878
THC is NOT a broker-dealer. THC only offers an analytical platform for clients to work together to meet your
customers’ needs or your balance sheet requirements. THC does not collect any commission.
*Art Hilliard is the Principal at AJHilliard Company assisting banks, credit unions, and mortgage companies
with mortgage advisory and asset sales and acquisitions.
THE THC CONTENT IS PROVIDED AS IS, WITHOUT REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND. TO THE
MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMISSIBLE UNDER APPLICABLE LAW THC HEREBY DISCLAIMS ANY AND ALL
WARRANTIES, EXPRESS AND IMPLIED, RELATING TO THE THC CONTENT, AND NEITHER THC NOR ANY OF ITS
AFFILIATES SHALL IN ANY EVENT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DAMAGES OF ANY NATURE WHATSOEVER, INCLUDING,
BUT NOT LIMITED TO, DIRECT, INDIRECT, CONSEQUENTIAL, SPECIAL AND PUNITIVE DAMAGES, LOSS OF
PROFITS AND TRADING LOSSES, RESULTING FROM ANY PERSON’S USE OR RELIANCE UPON, OR INABILITY TO
USE, ANY THC CONTENT, EVEN IF THC IS ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES OR IF SUCH
DAMAGES WERE FORESEEABLE
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